Ballarat Kart Club

Since 1959

Getting started guide
www.ballaratkartclub.com

70 Racecourse Road, Haddon, Vic, 3351
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The club
In 1959 the first kart meeting was held in the Ballarat area on a gravel track at Scotchman's Lead.
Back then the race was mainly contested by homemade karts powered by Villiers 7F and Pope lawn mower
engines.
Later race meetings were then held on a football oval at Mt Clear before the present Haddon Circuit was
established in 1961.
The original gravel circuit was around 2/3 of a mile in length.
After many years and changes, today the Haddon circuit is bitumen and 675 metres in length, with the majority of
the track 8 metres wide.
The club has a lot of knowledge and helpful people involved with karting today and willing to assist any new
members. The club is growing in size and participation and actively seeking to improve the facilities and club
engagement for its members.
The club has a dedicated committee that is working very hard at providing the best facilities and environment for
its members.
The Ballarat Kart club encourages all members to become more involved with the club and assist with running
meetings and maintaining the ground during working bees. It is the responsibility of all members to ensure the club
continues to maintain and improve.

Access and guidelines
Once a member a gate key can be issued to you for a fee. The track is open between the hours of 9am-6pm every
day except Tuesdays. If you are using the track, you must have at least one other person to supervise in the event
of an accident.
New Covid rules have been enforced which means you require a Grade 4 official at the track who has completed
the relevant Covid training. The club can assist you with achieve this grade and training so you can open the track
yourself. When these rules ease all members and license holders will be advised.
The main gate at the west end of the track will be used most of the time to enter the facility. The gate key will also
allow you to open up the toilets and first aid box. Please ensure these and main gate are locked at the end of the
day when you leave.
Racing direction is anti-clockwise, please follow all of the rules in the Karting Australia manual when using the track.
During practice seniors can never be on the same time as juniors or cadets nor any combination.
Seniors can be noted by the yellow background and black numbers, Juniors are white background and black
numbers and cadets are white back ground with red backgrounds.
During practice days you are welcome to park with your car still connected to the trailer. During a race meeting it is
advised to disconnect you trailer and remove the car from the pit area. On small days this does not have to happen,
so please read the situation

The rules for running practice sessions are on the fence of the out grid, these are a summary of the rules in
Appendix 3 of the Karting Australia manual.
We remind all karters of the following rules in particular:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

No dangerous or silly driving is permitted, and only the approved track direction is permitted (Even if you
have the track to yourself)
Always use the out-grid and in-grid as intended - never drive back into the out grid
Any pit crew inside the circuit should be wearing a hi-vis vest (We recommend buying your own to save a
lot of time at events)
Crossing a live track is prohibited
If you observing from the infield - you must be behind a tyre barrier- never stand on the outside of corners
or on the track itself.
You should have a working mobile phone and have access to a first aid kit (Your own or the club's)

Do not park your car or trailer in front of the ambulance gate, in/out grid gates, sheds and building. The infield pit
area around the out grid can be used but please be mindful of space. During a well organised event we have had
250 competitors fit.

•
•
•
•
•

Blue arrow is the main access through the gate
First aid is shown with the first aid symbol – Do not block this building
Ambulance access gate is show with the ambulance
Do not park in the red areas, keep these free for ambulance and moving karts
Yellow star is the toilets
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•
•
•

Orange star is the canteen and club rooms
Purple star is the technical inspection shed
Blue star is the scales shed. Open during events for weighing you kart

Sign up and license
Single
Family
Second club
Practice membership

$80.00
$105.00 – Mother/Father/Kids
$120.00
$120.00

Club key to the track - $25.00 once off.
Other fees that are payable to Karting Australia are licenses for actually using a kart on the track.
Race license cost – Approximately $330 yearly.
Practice license – Approximately $100 yearly
Go to https://cms.karting.net.au/cms/internet/ and fill out the form to get your licence

Cadet license (Under 12s)
All cadet aged drivers applying for their first competition licensee are required to undertake at least 8 hours of
supervised training/practice driving before undertaking their observed license session (OLS) at their chosen club. At
all times whiles the driver is undertaking the required training/practice they must be supervised by either:
•
•
•

A parent who is the holder of a participants license or
A person who is 18 years or older who holds a current racing licence issued by KA: or
A driver instructor/coach who is recognised by KA.

Each session done by the cadet needs to be recorded in the Cadet driver log forms. These must be provided to the
officials who conducts the OLS.

Participant’s license
If a driver is under the age of eighteen they must be entered into the a competition by their legal guardian who
must be the older of either a participants licensee or the holder of a senior driver competition license and who is
over the age of 18. A guarding must be with anyone under the age of 18 during all events. There is no fee
associated with this license.

Scrutineering
Each kart needs to have a scrutineering form completed with the entry. This is to ensure it complies with the rules
in the Karting Australia manual. This is a self-assessment. A member of the club can go through this with before
you enter and event.
The forms can be completed at this link and select the club you are racing at .
https://www.karting.net.au/administration/forms/online-scrutineering-forms
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Some examples of what is to be checked on the form are that all bolts are tight, Correct helmet, you have gloves,
tyres are in good condition etc.

Transponders
During a event the lap times and position of each Kart is recorded by a magnetic strip in the start/finish line. You
must have a MYLAPS compatible timing transponder fitted to your kart during the event for the officials to be able
to track your time. These times are also uploaded to the Mylaps website and app, “Speedhive”. Here is a link to a
previous race meet at Ballarat. During an event these times can be viewed live.
https://speedhive.mylaps.com/Sessions/6424241
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Classes
Classes
There are many classes in go karting which are largely based on age restrictions and weight classes.
All weights below are a total MINIMUM weight of kart and driver.
You can see what classes are currently ran at the Ballarat Club here https://speedhive.mylaps.com/Organizations/342199
And clicking on the most recent events to see how many are competing in each class

Cadet 9 (7-9 years)
This the youngest class offered and designed to teach kids with a restricted engine. This competition run a Vortex
60cc Mini Rok or KT100J** fitted with a restrictor or a Comer SW80**. Drivers can practice between the ages of 6
and 7 and can race once 7.
Minimum weight - 90kg-100kg
Approx power – 6hp
** The KT100J and Comer SW80 are legacy engines, and you may find them going for a bargain.
However we would strongly recommend avoiding them and getting the current standard Vortex Mini Rok in either
Cadet 9 or Cadet 12.
The legacy engines are significantly slower, and can only be raced at a club day.
In our experience, those who get a legacy engine “for practice and learning”, get disheartened with being last and
leave the sport before long.

Cadet 12 (10-12 years)
Based on the Cadet class this class uses the Vortex 60CC mini R or Yamaha KT100J fitted with a restrictor plate.**
Minimum weight – 105-108kg
Approx power – 8hp
** As above for the KT100J

KA4 Junior (12-16 years)
This is the first class offering the use of the KA100 fitted with a restrictor plate. This engine can be carried through
to senior with the restrictor plate removed. There are two weight divisions offered here
Light – 128kg
Heavy – 148kg
Approx power – 13hp

KA3 Senior (15 +years)
This uses the same KA100 engine as KA4 without the restrictor. This is a low cost engine with a very competitive
class. Offered usually in two weight classes
Light – 149kg
Medium – 169kg
Approx power – 22hp
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TAG Restricted (Also called Victorian Combined)
Entry level racing for water cooled 125cc engines. The most common engines are the IAME X30 and Rotax EVO.
This class runs a restrictor in the exhaust. Once enough experienced has been gained with 6 off endorsements, you
can apply for a license upgrade to move to TAG.
The TAG restricted classes are very popular at club days and open meetings.
At a club day, the IAME KA100 is also able to join the class in Light, Medium, Heavy or Masters (40+) class
Light – 160kg
Medium – 180kg
Heavy – 200kg
Masters (40+) – 170kg
Approx power – 22hp
Typically a Tag Restricted Kart Weighs between 85kg-90kg – if you weigh around 95kgs with your racesuit and
helmet on your weight would be 180-185kg with kart putting you in the Medium Class.

TAG 125
This is the fastest of common classes at a typical club day or race meets. There are several specialised faster classes
above this. This class utilizes the same engines and weights as TAG restricted but no restrictor in the exhaust.
Light – 160-165kg
Heavy – 180-185kg
Approx power – 30hp

4SS (4 stroke)
This is a growing class that uses the Torini Clubmax 210 engine. It is aimed to be a more affordable form of racing as
its engines require basically now daily maintenance and cannot be tunned like other 2 stroke engines. The engines
come sealed from the factory with only basic carburettor adjustments being allowed. Maintenance is also
simplified with basic oil changes and basic servicing. The tyres are also designed to last longer saving on costs of
replacement. This class can be ran from Cadets through to Seniors. At the moment it is only Seniors that tend to
run around Ballarat due to numbers.
Senior light – 140kg
Senior Medium – 155kg
Approx power – 10hp
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Equipment
Item
Rims

Tyres

Description
Cost
Wheels for the kart. Difference $300.00 second hand a set
rims required for wet and dry
tyres – recommend two sets of
dry rims
Slicks – 150 + laps still
$275.00-$295.00+ a set
acceptable for learning/practice
You do not need a new set of
tyres for every club day
Depending on your competitive
you may run the same set for
all club days
If you compete in higher level
events (eg The Victorian
Country Series), you would
typically buy a new set of tyres
for the race weekend, then use
the second hand ones for your
next club days.
Wet
Typically you would never put
on brand new wet tyres at a
club day.
They are a specialised tyre with
a short life, which you would
need at a higher level event.

Tyre changing tools

Laser wheel aligners

Transponder

If the weather conditions
change on a club day, you
should be able find a second
hand set of wet tyres to get you
through the day.
Most members will try and find
a way to get you racing if you
don’t have everything straight
away.
To pop the tyres off and on the
rims. Not necessary if you can
borrow off someone
Laser sights to adjust and align
the front wheels correctly. Not
necessary if you can borrow.
Required on race day for the
race control tower to record
your times. X2 model requires
extra cost subscription – clubs
do hire these on club days for
new karters

$300.00 a set

$100-150 second hand

$300.00 second hand

$250-$300 second hand.
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Trolley
Fuel

Oil

Helmet
Gloves
Suit

Boots
Rear chain sprockets
Chains
Tyre pressure gauge

Required to move kart around
the pits
Generally BP 98 – approx 700ml
per race typical race day you
would require of 5L to cover
practice and races
Karting oil – Very depending on
type of engine - 25-55ml per
litre
Required to go on the tack
Required to go on the track
Required to go on the tack. Full
length suit with a zip, no
buttons
Required to go racing. Closed in
shoes acceptable
Allow you to change gear ratios
at the track
Chain need to be replaced
when worn or break
A good racing pressure gauge is
essential for karting , as you will
often be checking or changing
pressures in small increments

$100.00 second hand
Price always changes

$40 per litre

$100-$1000
$50-200 new
$300-600 new

$100 + second hand and new
$30-70 new
$35-70 new
$70 - $300

You don’t need the more
expensive digital one when
starting
Trailer

Depending on your existing
equipment, you may have a van
or ute that will do the job
without needing anything
news.

Variable $3500+

There is no need to get an
expensive trailer when you
start- you can use a garden
trailer to carry your kart and
cover it with a tarpaulin.

Gazebo

Tools

A typical pit gazebo is 3m x 3m
Highly recommended for bad
weather.
Invest in good tie downs,
pickets or tent pegs – as many a
gazebo had been destroyed
from high winds.
See further reading below for
essential kart tools.

$180

$50+
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Events
Entering events
To enter any event this can be done on the Karting Australia website. You will need to login to your account and
select “enter a race meeting”. From here you select the event you would like to enter; enter your details and
details about your kart. Be aware that when you enter an event if remember the details of the last event you
entered so it may enter you into two classes or a different class you want. Delete the classes you do not want to
enter.
https://cms.karting.net.au/cms/member/

Club days
This is aimed at mainly club members and is a very social fun racing day. Entry fee is $40.00 for members. No
qualifying, 3 heats of 8 laps and a 10 lap final. It is run the last Sunday of each month generally.
Typically practice starts at around 9am and racing begins around 11am.
We do have our canteen open during club day events as well as open meetings. We accept cash and EFTPOS sales.

Victorian Country Series.
This is a very popular series with around 200+ competitors at each round. Ballarat hosts one round each year.
There are 6 rounds in the series. Qualifying Saturday and racing (2 heats and final) on Sunday. Entry $85.00
One set of dry tyres can last 2 country series events and still be competitive (maybe not at the front)
This is a great event for someone that has learnt to race at club days and is ready for something bigger. There are
lots of members that attend these events and would be willing to help you go and run these events.

They are a great way to spend time with other club members in a friendly environment where more experienced
racers and new members get to spend a weekend together in a social setting and share in each others results.
Many members camp together at the track, and quite a few catch up for a pub feed on the Saturday night.

Like us on Facebook to keep up to date with all the news about race weekends, working bees and other
social events.
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Contacts
Contact

Name

Email

Phone

President

Bill West

president@ballaratkartclub.com

0405 635 001

Vice President
Secretary

Mitch Arrow
Paul Feely

secretary@ballaratkartclub.com

0498 160 078
0438 981 300

Treasurer
Daniel Findlay
Licenses/Memberships/Keys Mal Mason
Race entry secretary
Bill West

treasuruer@ballaratkartclub.com 0439 448 371
0418 882 854
0405 635 001
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Further reading for more technical aspects
Engines
Vortex 60cc Mini Rok
This is an air cooled engine used in the Cadet 9 and 12 class. Typically fuel/oil ratio is 18:1 using good quality
Synthetic castor oil such as Maxima 927.

Gearing Cadet 9
Gearing Cadet 12

10 Front/78-80 Rear
10 Front/77-79 Rear

Figure 1, Vortex 60 cc Mini Rok

Rebuild times
Top end 8-10hrs - $3-400
Bottom end 20-25hrs - $250-550 Depending
Second hand engines approx. $2500
New Engine $3200

IAME KA100
This engine is air cooled and can be used in Junior classes as well as senior (KA3). It can also be used in Victorian
combined. Typically fuel/oil ratio is 18:1 using good quality Synthetic castor oil such as Maxima 927
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Gearing

KA4 Junior Light
10/72

KA4 Junior Heavy
10/74

KA3 Senior Light
10/72

KA3 Senior Medium
10/74

Rebuild times
Top end 8-10hrs - $350 Approx.
Bottom end 20-25hrs - $250-450 Depending
Second hand engines approx. $2500
New Engine $3,395

Figure 2, IAME KA100 engine

IAME X30
Water cooled 125. Very popular engine. Been the same engine for many years but has recently had an upgraded
exhaust and carburettor which is required to be competitive. This engine offers a carburettor that can be tuned
during the day easy my the adjustable needles. Typically fuel/oil ratio is 18:1 using good quality Synthetic Castor Oil
such as Maxima 927
Gearing around Ballarat

Gearing TAG restricted

Light
12-84

Medium
10-74

Heavy
12-86

Rebuild times
Top end 8-10hrs - $350 Approx.
Bottom end 20-25hrs - $300-525 Depending
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Second hand engines approx. $2,500
New Engine $3,995

Figure 3, Old exhaust

Figure 4, New Exhaust

Rotax
Water cooled 125cc. This is the second most popular model in the TAG classes. The newer EVO rotax has more
power and much easier to tune than the previous model Rotax models. Unlike the X30 this engine cannot be
adjusted during running and jetting must be done within the carburettor between sessions. Typical fuel/oil ratio is
40:1.

Gearing around Ballarat

Gearing TAG restricted

Light
12-84

Medium
12-85

Heavy
12-86

Rebuild times
Top end 12-15hrs - $350 Approx.
Bottom end 25-30hrs - $300-525 Depending
Second hand engines approx. $2,500
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New Engine $3,995

Figure 5, Non evo Rotax - Note large red knob for power valve

Figure 6m Evo rotax, Red top and no large red knob on power valve. Extra electronics
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Figure 7, Evo battery pack

Figure 8, Evo exhaust , bend on exit

Torini Clubmax
Air-Cooled 210cc – 4-stroke. This is a one make engine category, engines are sealed from the factory with only oil
changes and minor servicing to be conducted. Basic carburettor adjustments can be make to suit the conditions,
along with gearing changes. These engines can be fitted to the majority of 2-stroke type chassis (some easier than
others). Some allowance should be made to make these changes.
Gearing around Ballarat

Gearing 4SS

Light
19-66

Medium
19-68

No Engine Rebuild Allowed, Engines still Running Strong after 3 or more seasons.
Oil Change $22 – Every 2-3 meetings
Second hand engines approx. $1300
New Engine $1,795
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Figure 6, Torini TC210 Clubmax engine Kit

Buying a Used Kart
There are many options to buy good second-hand equipment. Ideally a complete outfit from someone getting out
of the sport is a good buy as you get everything required to go racing. As listed below, there is a lot of equipment
and spares that you need to go racing, so its always a good idea to wait and get the right thing.

Chassis
Kart chassis are an item that simply wear out over time, the constant twisting back and forth ultimately fatigues the
chassis over time, this is not to say that a used kart is bad, it’s just something to keep in mind. Chassis should be
checked for signs of repairs, Cracks around seat mounts and engines, or general bad scrapes to the underside.
Chassis can also be twisted, although this is impossible to see with seat, engine and plastics on. Besides a simple
visual check, an easy check is to place the kart on a flat surface, does the steering wheel point straight ahead ? The
second check is to have someone hold the steering wheel straight, and gently lift one rear wheel at a time, the
amount of effort and indeed distance should be similar.
Key Points:
•
•
•

Age
Bends and cracks
Amount of use it has had
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•

Some parts are easier to adjust on some models.

OTK
There are two common types of chassis used by most people in the senior categories. There is not really any wrong
choice here. There are many things to look for when selecting a chassis. Below are a few key points but please
speak with a club member for best advice when selecting.
There are many manufactures that have the same chassis for these karts. These karts have more expensive
components to other brands
•
•
•
•
•

Tony kart (original tony kart)
Exprit
Kosmic
FA (Fernando Alonso)
Red speed (Older model)

There is a 30 mm and 32 mm side tube chassis of each make. 30 mm chassis will suit most drivers and the 32 mm
would suit heavier drivers.

Arrow
This is a very popular brand these days
The X5 model is the latest frame. X4 previous. X3 etc. Very good and affordable chassis.

The Engine
Engines that are used in competition should be well maintained by an engine builder, generally the person selling
has a genuine reason for moving categories etc, and a reasonably true time / race log on the use of an engine. The
biggest risk with buying used engine is that top end (piston and ring) servicing has been done, however the
bearings in the crank are over-due. This can present a large rebuild cost if failure occurs, so always request receipts.
Engines have very tight rules (Homologation) that need to be followed by an engine builder. The current engines
have very tight tolerances from factory, so there is very little variances here. A good engine builder will be able to
assist with tuning the engine for various tracks to help you get the most out of the combination.

Tyres
Below is a guide of the approximate pressure to start your tyres at cold and what to aim for when they are hot and
up to temperature on the track. There are many factors that effect what pressure is required such as track
temperature, driver weight, surface conditions etc.
Tyre type
Maxxis Cadet -KA
LeCont LH03
LeCont SVB

Cold Starting Pressure (PSI)
TBA
8–9
8-9

Hot working pressure (PSI)
TBA
11-12
10-11
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Kart Setup Guides
When you first start karting one of the first things you will want to do after getting your kart is to go and practice at
the track. The best thing you can do when you get started is talk to a club member and get them to meet you at the
track to help you get the kart setup.
One mistake that is commonly made by new karters is to play around with setup early in their budding racing
career. A good course of action is to spend some time familiarizing yourself with the kart on the track and learning
to drive before playing with caster, camber track widths and the like.
Lower your expectations – everyone… absolutely everyone before driving a kart is sure they will be fast. The truth,
the cold hard face slapping truth is you will be slow, you may feel fast but you will be slow. That is normal in fact its
better than normal because a big part of the fun of go karting is learning to drive seeing the improvement and
progress.
You will find that after a number of sessions that your lap times will begin to improve and once you are finding
consistent lap times this is when you can start to make changes to setup.
A really great resource for explanations around different setups and how they can affect kart performance is the
power republic youtube page. The best part about this resource is that its free and there is plenty to watch
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC6EgIc0F03lGU_NHLNhwrSg
another good resource is the DPE Kart Store site has suggested baseline setups for most common karts and classes
https://dpekartsuperstore.com/blogs/kart-setup

Tools and Accessories
Go Karting Doesn’t require a huge number of tools and most of the time the lower price tools will do the job just
fine.
Here is a list of Essential not kart specific tools that I have in my Kit and what they are used for. A great kit to buy if
you have no tools is the following that should be enough for you to do anything on the kart . This SP kit is around
$400.00 and has most things you need.
https://www.sptools.com/product-catalogue/tool-kits/karting-tool-kits/general-kart-maintenance/karting-tool-kitgeneral-kart-maintenance/
Our local store of Ballarat Bolts and Fasteners can get SP tools sets.
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Tools
T- BAR HEX
KEY (ALLEN
KEYS)

Information
Metric

Screw Drivers Both Phillips
and Flathead
– doesn’t
need to be
fancy wont be
used a lot is
something
that can come
in a tool kit
Dead Blow
Ideal for axle
Hammer
changes or
anything else
that should
move that
doesn’t but
won’t damage
your kart
Spanner Set
Metric

Socket Set

Kart Pressure
Gauge

Either 3/8 or
½ inch metric
set make sure
you get one
with a spark
plug socket
Go kart
specific there
are options
here

Where used
Most bolts
on kart &
often Wheel
nuts
Hose clamps
and other
small screws

Example
https://www.totaltools.com.au/147150-mastercraft-8-piecemetric-t-handle-hex-key-set-mch008
If you have an OTK a 7 mm hex key is required to change the
front stub axle bolt.
https://www.supercheapauto.com.au/p/sca-sca-screwdriverset---13piece/2733.html#q=screwdriver%2Bset&lang=en_AU&start=8

Axle Changes

https://www.supercheapauto.com.au/p/toolpro-toolprohammer---dead-blow-1lb-450g/611024.html

Nuts and
bolts

https://www.supercheapauto.com.au/p/toolpro-toolprospanner-set-combination-metric-14piece/554175.html#q=sPANNER%2BSET&lang=en_AU&start=26
https://www.totaltools.com.au/103935-hrd-63-piece-metricaf-1-4-1-2sd-socket-set-ss1214d63hrd

Any nuts and
bolts & Spark
Plug

Tyre
pressures
before and

Analog Digital – if you are a tech boffin
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Mini
Compressor
Plier set

12v ideally
battery
operated
Include
pointy,
bullnose &
Side cutters

Tyre
Changing Kit
& Wax

Kart specific

Tape
Measure &
Steel Rule
Measuring
Jug & Cup
10L Fuel
Container
Consumables

Small tape
and 300mm
steel rule

after races/
Sessions
Pump up
tyres
Grabbing &
twisting and
holding
things cutting
cable ties
Changing
tyres

Checking axle
widths, set
position
Fuel

Doesn’t need to be flash just enough to pump up tyres between
races, if you are changing tyres most tracks have compressors
with plenty of go to seat the tyre beads in
https://www.totaltools.com.au/144740-stanley-3-piece-dynagrip-plier-set

WAX
Tyre Scissors
Bead Breaker
Not required first up and other club members could lend the
tools and help you change the first few sets
Tape
Rule
Fuel jug – 5litre
Oil measuring cup – 25 mm – 100 mm

Storing Fuel

Electrical Tape
100MPH Tape
Cable Ties – Stock up on various lengths of cable ties, as they are used in many places on a kart.
Nuts & Bolts – Check your kart first and go to your local Bolts and fastener supplier with a list
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